About us
Martin Bernard has been a partner for more
than 20 years with a major national law firm.
In February 2009, he founded his own law
firm which is known today under the name of
BDBL AVOCATS INC.

The members of BDBL form a team that specializes in the
following areas:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Civil and commercial litigation
Construction law
Municipal law
Competition law and class actions
Administrative and disciplinary law

Class actions
BDBL also has a solid experience in the defence of its clients in
class actions.

Attorneys and advisors
Courtroom specialists, BDBL’s lawyers are renowned litigators
as well as trusted advisors to their clients, at every phase of
their clients’ business activities and relationships.

Administrative and disciplinary law
The BDBL team is qualified in administrative and disciplinary
law rendering legal opinions, negotiating settlements and
representing professionals and professional orders before
administrative tribunals.

Construction law
Highly qualified lawyers in construction law, BDBL represents
both private and public work providers. Their services include
representations before the tribunals, rendering legal opinions,
and the drafting and reviewing of construction contracts as
well as documents relating to calls for tenders. BDBL’s lawyers
have a strong grasp of all the problems related to construction
law, which include the various municipal and environmental
challenges in play today.

Municipal law
BDBL serves sophisticated clients including real estate
owners, promoters and large corporations in the construction
industry and advises them concerning the applicable regulation
throughout the different steps of a construction project.

BDBL’s Priority
Commercial litigation
The members of BDBL’s team advise their clients in commercial
litigations and extraordinary actions.
BDBL has an approch based on prevention and resolution of
conflicts. The members of BDBL are competent, efficient and
involved litigators for the best interest of their clients.

Competition law
BDBL is one of the rare Québec law firms specializing in the
area of competition law, counselling its clients with regard to
the development of compliance programs, and providing them
with legal assistance in the course of inquiries into restrictive
business practices or criminal offences.

At BDBL, our priority is to thoroughly understand the needs of
our clients, and the clients’ expectations are the focus of our
attention. We believe in our capacity to assert and defend our
clients’ rights with success. We serve our clients earnestly,
resolutely, and with pleasure.

